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International Biennial I of Sacred Art of Braga 

'the Regulation' 

 

Biennial 

Biennial TO Atlas Violeta Cultural Association and Social Support to the Countries of 

Portuguese Language, in cooperation with the Museum Pious XII and the Municipal district of 

Braga, intends to gather plastic artists and sculptors so that these can demonstrate his/her 

creative potential 

Objective 

This project has as main objective to enhance the beauty, singularity, truth and present 

kindness" in the Contemporary Sacred Art acted by each exposed work of art. This way, to 

International Biennial I of Art Sacred Contemporary of Panty intende to promote the Sacred 

Art, in a more modern glance, so that the contemporary generations demystify this expression 

form so consecrated. 

 

Participation 

the participation in this project is open to who intends to demonstrate and to share his/her 

creativity, since the parameters and history of the Sacred Art are respected. The pieces 

exhibited that, for understanding of the jury, they accomplish the quality terms, they will be 

entitled inside to a prémio that guarantees recognition of the world of the Sacred Art. 

 

Theme 

Intended to gather plastic artists and sculptors so that these can demonstrate his/her creative 

potential under the form of an original piece through his/her participation in the International 

Biennial I of Art Sacred Contemporary of Panty, whose creation theme is free. 
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Place  

THE chosen place for accomplishment of the International Biennial I of Sacred Art of Panty was 

the emblematic Museum Pious XII, the chapel of Ours Mrs. of the Tower and São Tiago's 

Tower. The Museum Pious XII is a museum dedicated to the Sacred Art and Archeology. 

He/she locates, just as the Museu Medina, in the building of the Seminar to Reconcile of 

Santiago, in Panty. It was founded in 1957 by the cónego Luciano Afonso from Santos and it is 

the result of the efforts of the founder in the investigation of the Sacred Art and Archeology, 

themes the one that was devoted in Minho and especially in Panty. 

Schedule of operation of the Museum Pious XII: Tuesday to Sunday of the 9.30h - 12.30h / 

14.30h - 18.00h 

 

Date 

The Art exhibition will elapse among August 3 on September 3, 2018, and the cerimónia of 

Inauguration will be on August 3 in the Museum Pious XII. The closing pomp and the prémios 

delivery will happen on August 31 in the Theater Circus of Panty. 

 

 

Selecção  

Each competitive one should present, in digital format, to title individual or collective, under 

penalty of exclusion, the following documents:  

• Portfólio containing pictures of works of his/her artistic career, any that it is his/her 

plastic discipline;  

• Picture (s) of the (s) work (s) to I compete;  

• Complete artistic curriculum; 

• Reduced (details of the artistic career, prémios, main exhibitions, in format Word, 

according to the formatting: Arial, size 12, at the most up to 12 lines) artistic curriculum; 

• Descriptive memory, in Portuguese and in English, about the integration of the (s) 

yours (s) work (s) in the context of the proposed (in format Word, according to the formatting: 

Arial, size 12, at the most up to 5 lines) theme; 

• Registration form properly filled out and signed; 
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Registration value the participation in the I First Biennial International of Sacred Art of Braga 

has a value of: 

 

Cost 

Associated Atlas Violeta  -  130 € 

Non-members – 150 €  

 

Note: invited artists are exempt of payment. 

*The value can be divide in two installments. However, the registration will only be formalized 

after the payment of the first portion.  

Note: In case of cessation or any event that impedes the exhibition of the (s) work (s), any 

won't be returned value pay already to the organization 

 

  Awards 

They will be winning for a Commission of Honor the works whose concept, besides his/her 

quality, be relevant in the panorama of the Contemporary Sacred Art. The attribution of the 

following prémioses is foreseen: 1st, 2nd and 3rd Place. He/she notices: THE Jury can attribute 

honors the works that to find convenient. The organizing commission can honor, out of the 

context of the contest, other artists of having recognized merit inside of the plastic  

 

Responsibilities 

The organization commits to treat with the largest devotion the received works. However, this 

he/she doesn't take the responsibility for eventual thefts or damages of any nature that 

you/they can happen in any phase of the exhibitions or transport, for the that the participants 

can negotiate, for his/her bill and risk, any type of insurance that you/they consider 

appropriate. 

 

Exclusions 

It is condition for the exclusion of the candidacy of a contestant the incumprimento of the 

established norms in the Regulation. 
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Jury of Selection  

THE Jury of Selection, composed by guests and an element of the organization, he/she will 

make the selection of the works to I compete, tends in bill the quality of the work, the author's 

course, the relationship with the theme and the available space. The result will be 

communicated to the contestants by mail eletrónico. 

There won't be right to resource nor justification of the selection jury's decisions and award, 

except for the appreciations that be written in record. 

The wall works selected cannot exceed dimensionalmente 2x2 meters. The works in digital 

format should be hybrid, compatible with systems Mac or Windows, edited in pen drive, and 

they should still be susceptible to reading in the program Windows Measured Player, 

QuickTime or DV. 

The exterior works, doesn't tend limit of dimensions, they will be appreciated case to I marry 

 

He/she gives of the art Seleccionadas 

 The selected works should be sent by carrier or postal mail in date to communicate 

opportunely, for bill and the participants' risk, in the Museum Pious XII, whose home is Wide 

of Santiago, 47 4704-532 Braga, Portugal. 

 

Safe art work 

I hold the organization doesn't take the responsibility for any damages or losses of the works 

to I compete, falling to the competitive artist to work, if like this understanding, the safe 

respetivo. 

 

 

Sale of Works 

All of the works can be available for sale, if the artist like this understanding, reverting for the 

organization a percentage of 30%. The price referred in the form will have to include the value 

of IVÃ to the legal tax in energy. 
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Catalog 

 for to guarantee the quality of the catalog, each artist he/she should send the (s) picture (s) of 

the (s) work (s) to I compete, in digital format with high resolution (image CMYK JPG 300dpi), 

under penalty of exclusion, in case it is verified that this doesn't accomplish the necessary 

requirements of quality. Each competitive one selected he/she will be entitled to a catalog of 

the Art exhibition. 

 

Exhibition of the Works 

Only to the organization he/she reserves himself the right of exposing the works to I compete 

in the different defined spaces for the accomplishment of the event. 

 

                                                                      Rising of the Works 

No work can be removed before the communication of his/her respetivo rising, which should 

be done through mail eletrónico for the email of the organization. In case the works are not 

claimed in the established period, these are under the responsibility of the organization, 

starting the works to belong to Atlas Violeta Cultural Association. 

 

Consent and property right 

The artists should give up the right of use of the image of the pieces selected for publications 

or popularization related with the event. To the they participate, the artists give to the 

organization authorization for the mention of his/her name and the right of reproduction of 

their works and texts for the elaboration of the catalog and other communication forms, 

promotion, and popularization of the Art exhibition, although that can constitute income 

source for the organization of the event. 

 

Cases Omitted  

The omitted cases or current doubts of the interpretation and application of the present 

regulation will be illustrious for the organization, to which will fall to decide on the same ones. 

Only: This regulation is governed by the dictates of the good-faith, should be interpreted like 

this and executed as such. 

 

The Organization, 

 April of 2018. 


